
  Assembly instructions

Roll Up
A) Supplied material

B) Mounting of the structure

     Take out the structure of its carry bag and place it on a table.

1. Open the top part to take out the vertical pole. This piece serves to hold the canvas at the back.

2. If you use the visuel that is already inside the Roll Up, install the canvas under tension with the pole.

     If you need to change the visual in the structure, unscrew the sides by taking off the inside screws. 

 

C) Replacement of the canvas
3. Take off the canvas from the rolling system.

4. Maintain the roll in its place by taking off completely the canvas from the system.

5. Lock the system with the Allan key on the side, so it stays open.

• Roll Up stucture 

• Printed canvas 

• Carry bag
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See video on our channel! 

Click here!



  Assembly instructions

Roll Up
C) Replacement of the canvas (continuing)

6. Take a flat-head screwdriver and gently widen the upper extrusion space that holds the canvas.

7. Open the extrusion as much as possible to remove the old visual.

8. Take the new visual and then insert it into the extrusion slot by one end.

9. Glide the visual inside along the entire lenght og the extrusion.
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10. Place the top face against table, take the bottom of the canvas ans insert it into the drive roller.

11. Once the canvas is inserted uniformly over the width of the roller, fold the extrusion to hold it in place.

12. Holl the roll, by removing the key to the side to unload the winding system.

13. Let the winding system pull the canvas inside by controlling the tension with the hands.

14. Replace the outer caps of the system on each side and screw both plastic screws.

15. Close the flaps on top of the Roll-Up stand to protect the canvas.
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